
Mach IITM Disc Golf Basket Assembly Instructions

Box includes: 1 base, 1 trapper basket, 1 chain holder, 1  long pole with cap, 1 swedged short pole,
3 long bolts (11mm), 3 locking nuts (11mm), 3 short  bolts (10mm) and 1 focal point sticker. 
You will need 10mm and 11mm wrenches or ratchets to tighten the bolts. 

1) Remove all parts from inside the box. Place the base on level ground and insert the short pole into the base with the 
swedged end facing up.  Line up the poles three bottom bolt holes with the three bolt holes on the base. Push a long bolt 
through both the base and pole bolt holes and tighten with a locking nut.

2) Place the longer pole with the cap side up onto the short pole’s swedged end and line up the three bolt holes on both 
poles.  Lift the trapper basket up onto the top of the pole. Slide the trapper basket down past the middle of the pole and 
line up the three trapper basket bolt holes with the holes on the poles. Push a long bolt through the trapper basket and 
the pole’s bolt holes. Tighten the long bolt with a locking nut.

3) Lift the chain holder up onto the top of the pole by first feeding the two 4 inch rings that connect to the bottom of the 
chain strands. Line up the three bolt holes on the chain holder and the poles top three bolt holes and push a long bolt 
through the chain holder and pole bolt holes. Tighten the long bolt with a locking nut.

4) The base, trapper basket and chain holder each have one remaining hole for the 10mm short bolts.  In each of the 
remaining holes insert and tighten a short bolt to prevent the base, trapper basket and chain holder from wobbling on 
the pole.  

5) Attach the included focal point sticker so that the top of the sticker is about five inches from the top of the pole. Start 
with lining up one end of the sticker so it is straight up and down in line with the pole and slowly wrap the focal point 
sticker around the pole.  The Mach Lite logo should be facing side ways on the pole. 
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